VistaFoundation® – Advanced Administration

Duration: 4 Days

VistaFoundation (VF) is the adaptive technology platform from Infovista® for service-centric IT performance reporting. This course teaches experienced users how to adapt the VistaFoundation platform to the requirements of the production environment.

This course is designed as a hands-on intensive training. Starting with a pre-installed platform, the course leads the student through all phases of implementation and configuration of VistaFoundation advanced features.

While the course uses the VIN solution as its theme, the knowledge acquired here is equally applicable to all VF solutions.

Student Profile

This course is designed for all technical audiences particularly the operations personnel who will be responsible for the administration of a VistaFoundation solution.

Prerequisites and Related Courses

Prerequisite to this course is the ‘VistaFoundation Administration’ course.
Course Objectives

This course covers advanced features of the VistaFoundation platform, it completes the VistaFoundation Administration course.

After completing this course, students will be able to:

- Create the topology files needed for advanced Services provisioning,
- Create VistaPortal user accounts with visibility adapted to end users,
- Design Vista360 Ad Hoc and Geolocalization models,
- Use advanced features related to the wider OSS environment including Data export, Event generation and the use of Workflow templates.

By applying the skills and concepts taught in this course, you will be able to successfully manage a VistaFoundation platform and prepare it for the future.

Course Registration

To register for this course, go to www.infovista.com and complete the Training Registration Form.

If this course is not scheduled in your region, please contact us via e-mail at: training@infovista.com.